
DD940BK 
Induction Downdraft Extractor

PLASMA
With this product, you have the option to use our 

new Plasma technology. This allows you to recirculate 

the air with this very efficient odour removal process. 

The Plasmabox and charcoal filter are cleverly hidden 

away in the plinth below the cabinets, so no need 

to duct the product to the outside wall. You can 

also install all the pipework into a 300mm wide 

carcase space allowing for a lot more use of the 

kitchen cupboard when compared to a conventional 

downdraft.

The Plasma technology also extends the life of the 

charcoal filter from around 6 months to 5 years, 1filter 

will last the equivalent of 10 without the Plasmabox.

DIMENSIONS

PERFORMANCE

FINISH AVAILABLE

FEATURES
w: 900mm

Energy Class   A+

Max. extraction   650m3/h

Max. Noise level   64dB

Grease absorbtion  A

Fluid Dynamic Efficiency  A

Annual consumption  32,3

Black Glass

- Frameless

- Can be flush mounted

- Slider touch control

- Large cooking area

- 10 Power level digital display for each   

   zone [0-9 plus Booster]

- Booster function on all zones, including  

  Auto Boost mode

- Bridge function to combine 2 zones

- Timer for each zone / minute minder

- Memory recall function

- 3 preset temperatures settings (bake  

  42°C, keep warm 70°C, boil control     

  92°C)

- Pause function

- Child safety lock

- Residual heat indicators

- Automatic safety shut-off

- Anti-overheat

- Auto pan detection

COOKING OUTPUT

Induction Zones

- 190 x 220mm - 3.7kW

- Recirculation kit CAP57CF

- PLASMABOX

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

- Rated load 7.7kW

- Fuse rating 32Amp

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

- Touch control

- 4 Speeds

- Auto timer

- Aluminium grease filters

- Required ducting size150mm

- Plinth motor included

- Optional plasma filter
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